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Match letters of the alphabet by correctly assembling these (26) 2-piece ladybug puzzles. Turn each

ladybug over for a photograph that begins with the ladybug's beginning letter sound. Also includes

26 two-sided leaf letters and a resource guide. 3 games to play with no reading required. 1 to 4

players.
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I was very excited to get these little ladybug puzzles. I thought it would help my daughter with

identifying her uppercase and lowercase letters. I just received this today and I am NOT happy. The

puzzle cards are thin and flimsy. I have bought Match It! products before and the cards are thick and

durable. Those cards even hold up to a two year old playing with them, and being stuffed into a bag

and carried around to entertain my kids at various locations. These lady bug cards would bend.

Don't buy these! I wish I had gotten: "The Learning Journey Match It! Upper and Lower Case

Letters", because we just love that company's spelling card puzzles. The lady bug letters are worth

around 3 or 4 dollars, not ten!

This is helping my toddler match her upper case and lower case, but I don't think the pieces will hold

up for very long. Granted, this is geared at older kids who may be more gentle in handling them, but



some of mine peeled just when I was popping them out of the board for initial use.

My 3 year old toddlers love this puzzle. Easch lady bug piece has a capital letter and a small letter

for them to match. The back of the piece has a real picture (not animated) of something that starts

with that letter. I have to say its been a great learning tool/ game for both kids. Recommended!

I own a daycare and my kids really like this. It is very heavy weight so I think it will hold up to lots of

use. It is fun for them to turn over after they have matched the upper and lower case letter to see

something that starts with that letter.

My son loves this game! This is perfect for kids who are learning their alphabet. It shows them both

the capital letter and the lower case letter that you match together to make a lady bug. My son loves

puzzles so it's great for those kids who love them like him.

this is a great little puzzle for both of my kids. I have a 2 year old and a 5 year old and they both love

this. My 5 year old needs to work on her recognition of letters and this is the perfect thing for that. It

also helps that there is a picture on the back side so if she doesn't know the letter she can say the

word and figure it out

My three year old loves puzzles, so this is a great way for him to learn letters through play. I love

that it teaches the relationship between uppercase and lowercase for each letter - I couldn't find

many toys that do that. The pictures on the back are fun too, and it's made well - it should hold up

well.

My preschoolers absolutely love this! It is such a great way for the. To associate the letters with their

sound and also to match uppercase and lowercase properly.
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